
Membership Announcements
OCP-IP is proud to announce the following new members:

Sesca Embedded Solutions – Sesca combines 
special expertise of DSP- and embedded 

SW-design, FPGA- and ASIC-design, HW design services and project 
management. Their customers include companies from the ICT, 
process, and break-bulk industries, equipment manufacturers, and 
the automobile industry.

4DSP Inc. – A supplier of Digital Signal Processing solutions, 4DSP 
harnesses the power of leading-edge technology by offering a range 
of data acquisition, FPGA and Intellectual Property core products.

Den Comm – Den Comm provides full integrated solutions in the 
field of mobile communications covering high-end applications on 
mobile handsets and 3G permissible services on mobile networks 
for telecom/embedded companies. 

AIZYC Technology – An up and coming 
Semiconductor and Allied Services Company 
based out of Hyderabad, India, AIZYC 

Technology offers low cost, reliable and multi-approach (Custom SoC, 
FPGA & System Design) solutions to electronic product companies.

EDAC CEO Forecast
OCP-IP is proud to again sponsor this year’s EDAC CEO Forecast.

When:  January 14th, 2009

Where:  San Jose Convention Center

Agenda:  Reception – 6 PM 
 Panel – 7 PM 
 Q&A – 8 PM

Cost:   No charge for EDAC and OCP-IP members! 
Admission is $50 for non-members. 
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During tough economic times the instinct of many companies can be to cut back on 
their commitment to standards groups and industry organizations. This can inhibit the 
organization’s ability to deliver the most value to members who are in their most critical 
time of need. In reality, properly leveraging organizations’ tools and infrastructure can 
and will save companies hundreds of thousands of dollars annually. So, the smart move 
in tough economic times is actually to INCREASE your commitment to standards, thereby 
leveraging the time and effort of the best in the business by sharing the cost of R&D.  
Using OCP-IP as an example, let’s take a look at exactly how this works.

Initially, member companies benefited from the well-documented OCP Specification 
that effectively replaced their own (usually) poorly-maintained and supported internal 
alternative. Using OCP freed companies from investing significant time and R&D funds 
(saving many hundreds of thousands of dollars per year) that would otherwise be 
required to develop, document, and maintain the member’s own proprietary interface 
specification, tools, and training materials. 

OCP-IP members have enjoyed great productivity from our working group (WG) 
collaborations and robust adoption and technical support of the OCP standard itself. 
Members have also enjoyed extensive use of, and contribution to, our infrastructure. 
Member contributions of expertise allow us to spread R&D costs across multiple 
companies in addition to ensuring best-of-breed tools. 

The Specification Working Group (SWG) develops and publishes the OCP Specification. In the 
coming months, the SWG will publish OCP 3.0, which contains a high-speed profile, cache 
coherency solutions for multiple processor types, power management, and other elements.

Consensus profiles provide engineers with standardized configurations of OCP options 
for specific system use cases, ensuring interoperability without conversion. The profiles 
provide examples of optimized OCP interface configurations for standard communication 
functions, such as block data flow or register access, to help map the requirements of new 
IP block designs to the relevant OCP configuration parameters. Leveraging Consensus 
Profiles allow interoperability without conversion, thus ensuring quicker time to market. 
Time to market is always a critical factor but even more so in tough economic times. 

A cache solution has been integrated into OCP 3.0 and is relevant for all types of processors, 
i.e., graphics engines, DSPs, memory, etc., not just embedded processors. Using the cache 
coherence solution eliminates the need for OCP-IP members to define, validate and 
document their own solution, thereby saving them considerable money and time. 

Our Functional Verification Working Group (FVWG) develops all OCP functional checks and 
assertions. The next phase of work will be to create the checks and assertions to support 
OCP 3.0. These checks and assertions will again be available free to OCP members. This 
eliminates the need to create and validate these for themselves, thus freeing members 
to focus on other critical design issues.

Continued on Page 7
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Debug Working Group

The Debug Working Group has published the OCP 
Debug Specification 1.0. It provides an industry-
inclusive set of guidelines and recommended signal 
interfaces for on-chip debug of OCP-based systems 
and related multicore architectures. This Specification 
is available on the OCP-IP Web site. The group is 
now focused on specifying a supporting analysis 
infrastructure, including API, tools, and reference 
designs for multicore and ESL integration. 

Functional Verification Working Group

The Functional Verification WG is scheduled to review 
and add to the OCP Specification 3.0 work as needed. 
Currently, the group is on a temporary hiatus until 
drafting work for OCP 3.0 requires their consolidated 
review and contributions in the new year. We look 
forward to the group’s full-court press at that time! 

Marketing Working Group

The Marketing Working Group has recently completed 
a successful exhibition at the well-attended IP ’08 
event, organized by Design & Reuse, in Grenoble, 
France. If you are an OCP-IP member and want to be 
contacted about participation in future events, please 
send an email to admin@ocpip.org. The Marketing 
Working Group remains very active helping member 
companies compose and publish OCP-related 
articles. If your company wants help publishing 
an article, prominently targeted to the industry or 
our very focused community, please contact us at  
admin@ocpip.org. 

Metadata Working Group

OCP-IP’s newest working group, the Metadata Working 
Group (MDWG), was formed to more fully capture 
OCP interfaces using the IP-XACT format defined by 
the SPIRIT Consortium. The MDWG has established a 
plan to describe OCP within the existing IP-XACT XML 
format. Where critical OCP characteristics cannot 
be described with the current IP-XACT, the MDWG 
develops extensions and coordinates with SPIRIT 
Consortium member companies to incorporate these 
into future releases of IP-XACT. The MDWG includes 
representatives from Magillem, Nokia, Sonics, 
STMicroelectronics, Synopsys, Texas Instruments and 
Toshiba. 

Network-on-Chip Benchmarking Working Group

The Network-on-Chip Benchmarking Working 
Group (NoC BWG) has published a two-part NoC 
Benchmarking Specification, which is available on the 
OCP-IP Web site . The NoC BWG is now considering the 
collection of benchmarks and is developing their own 
specification for synthetic, multimedia benchmarks. If 
your company or university is interested in donating 
benchmarks to the group or working with the OCP-IP 
NoC BWG, email admin@ocpip.org. 

Specification Working Group 

In early 2008, the Specification Working Group 
released OCP 2.2 Revision 1.1. This incorporated 
published errata and two consensus profiles 
developed by expert OCP users, and added a trace 
file format (.ocp) description. OCP 2.2. Revision 1.1 is 
available on the OCP-IP Web site. The Specification 
Working Group’s is now dedicated to the drafting 
of OCP 3.0, which consists of cache coherence 
extensions, power management signaling, a write 
response extension and a third consensus profile. 

System Level Design Working Group

The working group’s project to evolve and enhance 
the entire Transaction Level Modeling kit and also 
support modeling now proposed by OSCI is nearing 
completion. This development work will ensure the 
OCP-IP kit continues to be the leading-edge offering 
into CY2010, remaining elegant, high-performance 
and easy-to-maintain. 

Technical Vision Working Group

The Technical Vision Working Group held its annual 
strategic session to complete the overall technical 
planning for the organization in February 2008. This 
resulted in all OCP-IP working groups confirming 
their specific roadmaps and goals for work to be 
completed in 2008. The OCP-IP Governing Steering 
Committee continued to monitor and support these 
targets throughout the year. The next Technical 
Vision Working Group meeting is now scheduled for 
January 14th, 2009 in the San Francisco Bay area. 

Working Groups: Reports and Updates
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OCP Profiles and Transactions 
By Mark Litterick, Verilab, Inc.

Architecting effective 
verification components 

for something as flexible as the Open Core Protocol 
requires a detailed understanding not only of the 
corresponding specification, but also the environments 
and methodology in which the verification component 
will be used. This article demonstrates how two key 
aspects of OCP – profiles and transactions — were 
adopted as fundamental building blocks for the 
architecture of a verification component targeted at 
constrained-random validation of OCP components 
and systems.

The article uses the Verilab OCP uVC as an example. 
This uVC is a mixed-language OCP compliant 
verification component that supports a major 
subset of Open Core Protocol Specification 2.2. The 
OCP uVC is implemented using SystemVerilog and  

e verification languages and complies with both the 
Open Verification Methodology (OVM) and e Reuse 
Methodology (eRM). The verification component can 
be used in SystemVerilog only applications without 
the Specman layer (or license), or it can be used 
in Specman-based verification environments as a 
regular eVC. 

OCP Profiles

One of the key strengths of the OCP protocol is 
its configurability. This allows the protocol to be 
efficiently applied to a wide variety of SoC interface 
requirements such as register programming, 
streaming data applications or block-data burst 
transfers. The configurability is achieved in OCP by 
means of configuration parameters that affect all 
aspects of bus behavior, from signal width through 
to communication protocol. To ensure that this 
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Figure 1 – Example OCP Profiles



flexibility does not lead to interoperability challenges, 
OCP introduces the concept of profiles into the 
specification guidelines. A profile is a predefined set 
of OCP configuration parameter values that constitute 
a coherent subset of OCP interface behavior with 
well-defined communication characteristics. Figure 1 
illustrates a simplified example, showing read 
transfers for three profiles defined to characterize 
register transfer (REG), streaming data (STREAM) and 
single-request/multiple-data burst (SRMD_BURST) 
interfaces:

Profiles have been adopted as a cornerstone for the 
OCP uVC architecture. All aspects of the verification 
component behavior are profile-aware including 
constraints, coverage, checks, signal connections, 
and of course, functional behavior. The profile 
infrastructure is engineered to be simple, single-
sourced and maintainable, ensuring vertical and 
parallel reuse throughout many projects and design 
derivatives. 

Profile Specification

The greatest benefits of applying a profile-based 
approach to OCP-based projects are best realized by 
generating a limited library of profiles with minimal 

user extendibility. This library is then reused for all 
OCP development within the team, with profiles 
added only when new interface characteristics are 
required. Typically there are 3 or 4 profiles per 
project and 10 to 12 profiles in total, depending on 
the application domain. User extendibility should be 
limited to signal widths, in-band or side-band signal 
inclusion and features that do not fundamentally 
affect the OCP protocol communication flow for the 
specific interface instance. 

In the uVC, for example, the profile library and user 
extensions are all derived from a single base-class 
containing all of the OCP configuration parameters. 
This base-class can be in e, if a Specman layer is 
present, or in SystemVerilog otherwise. Figure 2 
illustrates the simplicity of the base-class definition, 
specification of profile library, and some user 
extensions for the eVC use-case (the SystemVerilog 
solution is similar). Profile definitions can also be 
generated directly from OCP Core RTL Configuration 
Files (and vice-versa). ■

For the complete article, please visit 
www.ocpip.org/pressroom/articles/Recently_Published_Articles
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struct profile
 env_name : env_name_t;
 profile_name : profile_t;
 // declare ~80 parameters
 // no constraints in base-class
 %addr : bit;
 %addr_wdth : uint;
 %burstlength : bit;
 %data_wdth : uint;
 %reginfo : bit;
 %tags  : uint;
 // ...
};

//base-class – verilab code

extend profile_t : [REG];
extend REG profile {
 // constrain all parameters
 keep  addr == 1;
 keep soft addr_wdth == 32;
 keep  burstlength == 0;
 keep soft data_wdth == 256
 keep  reginfo == 0;
 keep  tags == 0;
 // ...
};

extend profile_t : [STREAM];
extend STREAM profile {
 // constrain all parameters
 keep  addr == 0;
 keep  addr_wdth == 0;
 keep  burstlength == 0;
 keep soft data_wdth == 256
 keep  reginfo == 1;
 keep  tags == 0;
 // ...
};

extend profile_t : [SRMD];
extend SRMD profile {
 // constrain all parameters
 keep  addr == 1;
 keep soft addr_wdth == 32;
 keep  burstlength == 1;
 keep soft data_wdth == 256
 keep  reginfo == 0;
 keep soft tags == 256;
 // ...
};

// library profiles - client central library code

extend REG profile {
 // constrain soft parameters
 keep  addr_wdth == 13;
 keep  data_wdth == 32;
};

extend STREAM profile {
 // constrain soft parameters
 keep  data_wdth == 128;
};

extend SRMD profile {
 // constrain soft parameters
 keep  addr_wdth == 32;
 keep  data_wdth == 16;
 keep  tags == 64;
};

// user profiles - project specific code

Figure 2 – Profile Library Hierarchy in e
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The Open Core Protocol offers 
many benefits, including 
simplified integration and 

implementation of multi-core designs. OCP’s unified 
interconnection scheme allows designers to create 
complex systems composed of third-party IP and legacy 
IP. As with most complex and heterogeneous systems, 
the ability to visualize and analyze performance 
characteristics is key to understanding (and verifying) 
system behavior, and subsequently fine-tuning the 
system for optimal power and performance. Naturally, 
visualization and performance analysis capabilities 
are necessary during initial modeling and design 
verification. Later, after chip tapeout, in the lab, they 
are needed to observe the device running at-speed in 
the target system.

Such on-chip capability requires embedded 
instrumentation IP. Given the predictable resistance 
to on-chip instrumentation, a lightweight, easily 
inserted, and dynamically programmable scheme 
is desirable. These characteristics allow embedded 
instruments to be used for a variety of functions 
including performance monitoring, assertions, 
functional analysis, debug, and even fault insertion 
and transaction stimulus. While these functions are 
useful in hardware debug, nowadays they are more 
often used by software and systems engineers who 
can begin to leverage these on-chip resources in 
unique and compelling ways. For example, turning 
initial resistance into opportunity for streamlining 
a complex and time-consuming test and validation 
process.

A few additional requirements must be considered:

• Configurability: 
Given the configurability of OCP, 
the embedded on-chip instru-
ments must also be configurable.

• Flexibility:

The SoC will be composed of a 
variety of buses, interfaces, and  
IP blocks; therefore, the solution 
must not be limited to OCP circuits.

• Easy insertion: 
Such a configurable and flexible 
system requires automated  
insertion.

Ultimately, the solutions must comply with the OCP 
Debug Specification. However, even in the absence of 
IP cores or switch fabrics compliant to the OCP Debug 
Specification, practical performance monitoring can 
be implemented today. 

The Solutions: Instruments, Insertion, and Applications

This trifecta is a combination of 1) programmable 
instruments, 2) automated insertion tools, 
and 3) instrument programming and analysis 
applications. Following is a description of an 
embedded-instrumentation solution that delivers a 
comprehensive set of performance monitoring and 
analysis functions. 

The overall objective of this solution is to provide the 
user with a spectrum of visualization and analysis 
methods, from coarse views on many interfaces (e.g., 
aggregate system throughput or worst-case latency) 
down through increasingly granular, targeted, and 
highly specific views at the socket level (e.g., discrete 
read/write transactions). This approach is consistent 
with most conventional analysis, diagnostic, and 
debug techniques. It seamlessly marries broad views 
of system behavior with “telescoping” views that 
are informed by the discoveries at each level of the 
visualization and analysis process. ■

For the complete article, please visit  
www.ocpip.org/pressroom/articles/Recently_Published_Articles.

OCP Performance Monitoring with Automated Insertion 
of Programmable Instruments
By Paul Bradley, DAFCA

Figure 1 – Dynamic Multi-level Views 
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Design productivity is one of the more important 
challenges facing future-generation multiprocessor 
systems on chip (MPSOC). The modeling of dozens 
of interconnected IPs with distributed memories 
implies intensive manual EDA-based design activity. 
We propose to improve design productivity by raising 
IP reuse to small scale multiprocessor IP, combined 
with fast extension techniques for system level design 
automation in the framework of multi-FPGA-based 
emulators. A design case study of a 48-processor 
multiprocessor on four large scale FPGA-based 
industry-class emulators validates our approach.

The ITRS Semiconductor roadmap projects that 
hundreds of processors will be needed for future 
generation MPSOC designs. Among the diverse and 
numerous challenges of MPSOC, design productivity 
with design constraints is paramount. 

Design productivity of large scale multiprocessors 
is first affected by the EDA-based design effort 
involved in combining hundreds of IPs, followed 
by fast and efficient design space exploration. 
Designing large scale multiprocessors based on 
small scale multiprocessors allows you to quickly 
duplicate building elements and create a large scale 
multiprocessor in a short design time. In this paper, 
we propose a multiprocessor design methodology 
that ensures design productivity based on a small-
scale multiprocessor IP for reuse in large scale 
multiprocessors and features multi-FPGA emulation 
for fast validation and performance evaluation. ■

For the complete paper, please visit 
http://www.ocpip.org/pressroom/schedule/speaking/papers_
presentations/.
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OCP-IP’s Debug Working Group (DWG) has developed 
and published the OCP Debug Socket Specification. 
The debug solution is an optional industry-inclusive 
OCP port, implementing a Debug Interface Socket, 
which supports a uniform method of on-chip sys-
tem analysis and access to embedded information 
at the core, multicore, and systems levels. Adding  
this optional port to a design ensures greater  
visibility into the design as a whole, again saving a 
tremendous amount of time (and thus money) in the 
debug process. 

The NoC Benchmarking Working Group (NBWG) 
has developed and published a two-part stan-
dard enabling different NoCs to be benchmarked 
against one another. What does this mean for OCP-IP  
members? Less time spent comparing which NoC is 
right for your design! This again saves a lot of time 
and money. 

The System Level Design Working Group (SLDWG) 
developed and supports world-class, complete 
SystemC-based transaction level model (TLM) kits. 

In 2H08, they completed the development work 
for an advanced TLM kit that ensures the technical 
leadership and superior performance of their shared 
offering through 2010. Our working relationship with 
OSCI ensures complete compatibility between the 
two groups.

OCP-IP has been successful because our members 
understand our value and productively leverage our 
infrastructure. All of the above mentioned tools, 
and many more, are available FREE to our members 
as part of their subscription entitlement. Above all, 
we appreciate the membership’s commitment of 
resources and money to an enterprise that benefits 
them with time-to-market advantages, cost-savings 
and shared industry expertise that in-turn multiplies 
their own contributions. This commitment repre-
sents a powerful endorsement of what is possible 
through industry collaboration and the committed 
use of standards. 

Regards,

Ian R. Mackintosh 
Chairman and President, OCP-IP
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Fast Design Productivity for Embedded Multiprocessor through  
Multi-FPGA Emulation: The Case of a 48-way Multiprocessor with NoC
By Xinyu Li and Omar Hammami, ENSTA ParisTech
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Press Releases

November 19, 2008: OCP-IP Releases New OCP 
Checker as Part of CoreCreator Tool

October 29, 2008: Axell Corporation, Beceem, EDA 
Express, Magillem, MtekVision and Verilab Join OCP-IP

October 28, 2008: EADS Astrium, Hifn, Innovision 
Research, Magnum Semiconductor, Rockwell Collins, 
Universite de Cergy Pontoise, Vivante and Wipro Join 
OCP-IP 

October 23, 2008: Sonics OCP Library for 
Verification Now Shipping

October 15, 2008: Cadence Expands Enterprise 
Verification IP Portfolio by 5X to Provide Industry’s 
Broadest OVM Multi-Language Offering

October 2, 2008: Arasan Chip Systems Drives 
Strategic Mobile Initiative with Release of MIPI DSI 
IP Solution

September 30, 2008: OCP-IP Unveils Industry 
Organization Comparison Chart 

Articles

November 9: Got OCP? The Role of the OCP  
in Multicore Designs 

October 27: OCP-IP looks towards future with  
3.0 specification 

October 17: Verification IP: Solace for the common 
integration nightmare? 

October 14: Multi-Core – A New Challenge  
for Debugging 

September 30: Sparring continues at semi IP industry 

September 28: Using micro-benchmarks to evaluate 
& compare Networks-on-chip in MPSoC designs 

Announcements— 
All Available Now
New OCP Checker Now Part of CoreCreator II 

The OCP checker a fourth-generation solution for 
validating protocol compliance of master and slave 
devices using OCP. It is based on SystemVerilog 
assertions (SVA) and can be used with all major logic 
simulators. It supports the complete set of protocol 

compliance checks defined in the OCP specification 
and spans the full range of OCP socket configuration 
options. The OCP checker can also generate trace files 
in the standard “.ocp” format for post-processing. The 
checker can be obtained, as part of CoreCreator II 
at www.ocpip.org/socket/corecreator/. 

OCP 2.2 Specification Rev 1.1 

The Specification Working Group officially released 
the OCP 2.2 Specification Rev 1.1 in May 2008. 
This version incorporates published errata and two 
consensus profiles from key OCP-IP members, and 
adds a trace file format (.ocp) description. OCP 2.2. 
Revision 1.1 is now available on the OCP-IP Web site. 
For more detailed information, visit www.ocpip.org.

Debug Specification Version 1.0 

The Debug Specification provides guidelines and 
recommended signal interfaces for on-chip debug 
of OCP-based systems and related multicore 
architectures. It provides a framework for IP and tools 
providers to develop comprehensive and re-usable 
debug and instrumentation environments that 
provide on-chip analysis and control features. These 
include trace, triggering, multicore synchronization, 
etc., along with recommendations for integration 
within ESL environments. The specification can be 
downloaded at www.ocpip.org/socket/ocpspec/. 

Network-on-Chip Benchmarking Specification, Part 2 

Part 2 of the two-part NoC Benchmarking Specification 
presents a generic NoC architecture, a comprehensive 
set of synthetic workloads as micro-benchmarks, 
workload scenarios and evaluation criteria. These 
micro-benchmarks enable you to measure and 
pinpoint particular properties of NoC architectures, 
complementing application benchmarks. The 
specification can be downloaded at www.ocpip.org/
socket/ocpspec/. 

Network-on-Chip Benchmarking Specification, Part 1 

The specification presents a modeling methodology 
for applications running on multicore systems and 
it defines an XML format for documenting and 
distributing NoC benchmarks. It defines a black-box 
view of the processing elements that discloses only 
the relevant computational aspects for interacting 
with the on-chip data transport mechanism. The 
specification can be downloaded at www.ocpip.org/
socket/ocpspec/.

www.ocpip.org/socket/ocpspec/
www.ocpip.org/socket/ocpspec/

